This addendum modifies and clarifies the original bid documents as follows:

**ITEM NO. 14**
SEAT COVERS
Total quantity changed to 150 cases
Item #040000 seat covers: 250 sheet/pack, 5,000/case

**ITEM NO. 22**
FOLD TOWELS
Total quantity changed to 100 cases
16pk/case
Deliver 100 cases on 10/1/2012

**ITEM NO. 36:**
CAN LINERS
Deliver 50 cases on 10/11/12 only
500 bag/case, total 25,000 bags

**ITEM NO. 40:**
CAN LINERS
Total quantity changed to 300 cases
250 bag/case, total 75,000 bags

**NO SUB ITEMS:**
Refers to District approved equal that meets or exceeds specifications.

Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum.

Company Name________________________ Signature _____________________________

Fax this addendum form to 949-582-4917. Do NOT provide quoted pricing via fax.

Quoted pricing will ONLY be accepted via sealed envelope, due July 19, 2012, at 2:00 P.M